
one formulation based only on BFS activated using an alkaline solution
and one with BSF and 22% volcanic tuff (reported at the ligand total
mass). For both types of RLOW it was not possible to obtain a matrix with
good workability for waste loading higher than 10% (wt.%). Regardless of
the order of addition, the GP matrix with oil/scintillator is not
homogeneous and after a short time, the waste is separated. Additional
tests are needed to find the most appropriate surfactants or emulsifiers to
be used.
POLIMI
Two different approaches have been followed:
1. RLOW direct encapsulation in volcanic tuff (VT) geopolymer (GP)
The pozzolanic reactivity of VT has been determined and compared with
metakaolin (MK, IMERYS) in order to identify the optimal
geopolymerization conditions. The optimal volcanic tuff-based geopolymer
formulation was tested with some surrogate RLOW, with addition of
surfactants when needed.
2. RLOW pre-absorption on polymers before cementation
The reference NOCHAR N910 and a novel polyurethane (PU)-based
polymer have been characterised with/without surrogate RLOW to
understand the binding mechanism.
SCK-CEN
Study on reference geopolymers without waste was implemented by
testing the fresh and hardened properties as well as the durability of
geopolymers with various water/binder ratio and precursors (BFS and
Metakaolin). The results showed that the reference geopolymers had a
good performance and potential to incorporate the liquid waste in their
structures. Further, the encapsulation capacity of reference geopolymers
with TBP and ionic liquid was investigated with and without using
surfactant. MK-based geopolymer showed an impressive mixing capacity
with all examined waste when using 1 wt. % Tween 80 as surfactant.
KIPT
Laboratory research was carried out starting with the study of the
geopolymer formulation without ROLW to select the optimal formulation to
be tested with the addition of different simulated ROLW. Good results
(homogeneous structure, accepted setting time as well as compressive
strength) were obtained with Shellspirax oil and Nevastane oil up to 30-
40% of waste loading.
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Introduction
Work Package 5 (WP5) of the H2020-PREDIS project aims at addressing
the key issue of Radioactive Liquid Organic Waste (RLOW), which is the
lack of a disposal or treatment route, by investigating, developing and
assessing (especially regarding disposability) direct conditioning solutions
based on alkali-activated materials (AAM).
The main goal of the preliminary R&D stage was to select three optimised
reference formulations for RLOW encapsulation with the target to achieve
an incorporation rate of at least 30% by volume.

Table 1. Raw materials used by the different Partners for laboratory trials

Partners Raw Materials Partners Raw Materials

NUCLECO / 
SOGIN

BFS: Fos-sur-Mer (France)  - Specific Surface 
Blaine: 4450±250 cm2 - Average diameter: 11 µm

Activator solution: NaOH or KOH
Oil: Shellsprirax and Nevastane EP 100

Solvent: TBP and Dodecane

POLIMI

VT: Salerno (Italy) 
NOCHAR N910 (USA)

Recycled PU (Italy)
Scintillation cocktail: Ultima Gold 

(PerkinElmer)
Solvent: TBP and Kerosene

NNL / USFD

MetaMax Rotary Calcined MK: SSA Rigden: 3851 
m2/kg, D50 3 µm

Argicem Flash Calcined MK: SSA Rigden: 605 
m2/kg, D50 41 µm

Activator solution: K2SiO3/KOH
Oil: Nevastane EP 100

Solvent: TBP

CIEMAT

Commercial MK
Activator solution: Na2SiO3/NaOH

Oil: Repsol Super Tauro Grade ISO 
100

KIPT

MK: from Ukrainian deposit
BFS: ground granulated, from Ukrainian 

metallurgical plants
FA: from Ukrainian power stations
All raw materials sieved (≤500 μm)

Activator solution: K2SiO3/KOH
Oil : Nevastane EP 100, Shellsprirax

Surfactant: Castament FW-10 (BASF)

SCK-CEN

BFS: Ecocem Benelux
MK: BASF (Metamax)

TBP (Merck)
Ionic liquid: Sigma-Aldrich

RATEN

BFS: Liberty Steel Galati, dried, 
grounded and sieved (<125 µm)

VT from Barsana, calcined (80°C) and 
sieved (<125 µm)

Sand: certified CEN, EN 196-1
Oil: Shellsprirax

Scintillator: Ultima Gold AB

Description of work and main findings
NUCLECO/SOGIN
Formulation based on BFS + KOH was the most promising. It was tested
for the incorporation of different surrogated wastes. Good results were
obtained with Shellspirax oil and further investigations are needed to find
suitable additive/surfactant/emulsifier mainly with solvent waste.
NNL/USFD
Small-scale laboratory work (~160 mL) studies have been undertaken.
The aim of these trials was to assess likely RLOW loadings for both
organics tested and if there is a preferred order of addition for
incorporating the RLOW into the system for subsequent scale-up studies.
Good results have been obtained for Nevastane EP 100, in that 50 vol%
has been incorporated into both geopolymer systems. Trials with TBP
have been less successful, and in common with other partners the
incorporation of surfactants appears to be required to obtain a stable
product.
CIEMAT
The laboratory work consisted in the study of different commercial
metakaolin and activators with different concentrations of NaOH and
water glass, in order to find the most suitable geopolymer formulation to
later incorporate ROLW. To date, mechanical resistance has been tested,
but no suitable formulation has been found, so further trials are needed.
RATEN
Preliminary laboratory work was performed to optimize the geopolymer
formulation based on BFS and volcanic tuff before to select the proper
formulation for testing the surrogated waste incorporation.
Two formulations were selected for further test the incorporation of oil
(Shellspirax) and scintillator cocktail (Ultima Gold AB):

Conclusions
The work performed by all the Partners allowed to arrive to the selection
of following three reference formulations to be further studied within
PREDIS Task 5.3 (Robustness study) and Task 5.4 (Durability study).

Table 2. Reference Formulations to be further studied
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